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Machine learning enables computers to learn without being explicitly
programmed. This paper outlines state-of-the-art implementations of machine
learning approaches to the study of physical material properties based on
Elastomer we developed, which combines with robotic automation and image
recognition to generate a computable material model for non-uniform linear
Elastomer material. The development of the neural network includes a few
preliminary experiments to confirm the feasibility and the influential parameters
used to define the final RNN neural network, the study of the inputs and the
quality of the testing samples influencing the accuracy of the output model, and
the evaluation of the generated material model as well as the method itself. To
conclude, this paper expands such methods to the possible architectural
implications on other non-uniform materials, such as the performance of wood
sheets with different grains and tensile material made from composite materials.
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INTRODUCTION
In architecture, computation provides a powerful
tool to inform the design process with speciﬁc material behaviours and characteristics and to inform
the organization of matter and material across multiple scales based on feedback with the environment (Menges, 2012). The computational ability
to understand and simulate material behaviour under complex natural conditions is vital to material
computation. However, even with advancements
in material science(s) and physics, the current research is far from a full understanding of material performance in natural scenarios. CD/ITKE Research Pavilion 2010(Menges, 2012) is a typical example of using an FEM solution based on data collected from a mass material experiment to simulate

the design form(ﬁgure 1). However, FEM simulation is based on a mesh grid of simpliﬁed material
performance that fails to fully incorporate heterogeneous and anisotropic material features, including
non-even distribution of materials, shear and stress
of ﬁbre, non-even exposure to environmental factors,
etc.
Machine learning oﬀers a diﬀerent approach to
incorporate programming of material properties that
traditional physics and FEM cannot fully comprehend. With suﬃcient training data, machine learning can progressively improve performance on speciﬁc tasks without explicit programming (Confer Koza
et al, 1996). In our case, the task is the ability to
customize sectional material properties of a linear
Elastomer material so it can settle in a designated
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Figure 1
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curve under bending. This paper introduced a machine learning approach combined with robotic automation and image recognition to test the following hypothesis: two-way mapping between complex
material properties and performative results could
be achieved via machine learning without precedent
knowledge in the physics of material performance
and simulation software. A performance model generated via RNN (recurrent neural network) that is capable of programming a non-uniform material to be
bent and naturally relax into the designated form,
with an equilibrium of internal constraints and external forces. Though the example in the current research only considers a single customizable parameter of the sectional width of linear material, it established a system with the potential for further expansion into more complex 3D scenarios with architectural implications as explained in the later part of this
paper.

BACKGROUND
When confronted with complex material behaviour
inﬂuenced by factors that cannot be fully programmed in computer simulations, one solution is to
embrace the idea that the material itself can compute
the ﬁnal form beyond the capacity of computer simulation and that the form-ﬁnding is an open-ended
process that cannot be explicitly predetermined. In
the case of the ﬂow-based fabrication conducted by

Neri Oxman at MIT (Duro-Royo et al, 2015), the deformation of the multi-material construct due to the
diﬀerent shrinkage rates of the layered materials can
only be speculated with the material behaviour from
previous experiments, but it cannot be accurately
simulated with quantiﬁable results. Another solution to programming forms based on material performance under natural factors is through indexing the
large pool of samples tested and simulated based on
an approximate or indexing search such as the case
of Responsive Surface Structure II based on Wood’s
hygroscopic behaviour (Menges, 2012). For complex
emerging natural systems, as in the case of project
Mushtari (Bader et al, 2015), the growth and development is abstracted into an algorism to simulate the
material development within the parameters. Composite bio-based material is 3D printed into the designated form that is developed from generative rules
driven by external information.
Considering the preceding examples of material
computation, most strategies and simulation software are designed to form-ﬁnd according to given
material properties instead of composing material
properties according to a designated goal. Current
research either utilizes simpliﬁed material qualities
that could be simulated with FEM via mass experiment, or considers it an open-ended process in which
the material is assembled in a qualiﬁable manner
without explicit control on the ﬁnal form, or the natural material is forced into a form that develops with a
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Figure 2
Two-way mapping
of the material
performace model

nature-based logic under constraints in a computer.
Though the greatest potential lies in a computation’s
power to provide a better understanding of material
behaviour and characteristics and then, in turn, to inform the organization of matter and form in design
(Castle, 2012), tailoring the non-even comprehensive
distribution of material properties towards an explicit
material performance is beyond the capability of existing architectural and simulation software.
With the recent progression in machine learning, many pioneering architecture researchers have
attempted to incorporate machine learning into architecture design and fabrication. Most involve practical material and operational concerns beyond the
capacity of typical simulation software, such as the
use of artiﬁcial neural networks (ANNs), to optimize
cutting force or tool wear (Al-Zubaidi et al. 2011), utilizing machine learning and scanning to improve accuracy in incremental sheet forming (Nicholas et al.
2017), and using sensor feedback to train ANNs to
predict the fabrication parameters for simple cutting
operations (Giulio Brugnaro et al,2017).

METHODOLOGY
Elastomer, or synthetic rubber used in following
study, is a polymer with viscoelasticity, allowing a
linear strip of such material to be bent and naturally settle into a curvature under interplay of internal
and external force. (Luo et all, 2018)�Owning to its
very week intermolecular forces and high viscoelasticity, its behaviour cannot be fully utilized with typical structure simulation software that optimize tension and compression. In reality, with its intricate and
complex internal forces at play, elastomer material
has a wider range of form ﬁnding possibilities and
more extensive power of material computing than
typical pure tension compression systems and ’eﬃcient geometries, such as parabolic curves, minimum
surfaces. etc In our current research, we are only
peeking into its complex material quality with simple variables. Through few preliminary material testing, we have noticed that via simple variation in section, a non-uniform linear piece of synthetic rubber

piece is able to be naturally bent into a diversity of different uneven convex curves and even few concave
curves with the equilibrium of internal and external
force. The simulation of such natural form ﬁnding
process requires a combination of in-depth knowledge of classical deﬁnite deformation theorem, ﬁnite element analysis, and material properties with
heavy computational power, which is currently extremely diﬃcult and restricted within ideal and simpliﬁed models for architects.

Via machine learning, without understanding
the mechanisms and equations of all the forces at
play, we generated a black box of a two-way performance model(ﬁgure 2) that is able to deduct the
material performance of the non-uniform linear Elastomer material under bending force in the real world
and generate the non-even proﬁle of the material
from the targeted curvatures under bending(ﬁgure
3). The entire process includes the following steps: 1.
Material preparation - To prepare testing samples via
digital fabrication, 34 1-meter long rubber pieces are
cut with water-jet.2. Robotic automatic material testing - Robotic automation combining video and image recognition oﬀers a solution to generate a massive amount of material testing data for the training
of the neural network.3. Feature engineering and
data formatting - Extract features from the video clip
of material testing, “clean-up” glitches in the data,
and format it so it could be eﬃciently used for training.4. Feasibility study - Test conducted on the simpliﬁed segments of the data with the simple neural
network to ensure that the targeted two-way map-
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ping model exists and could be achieved.5. Training
of the LSTM neural network model - Training of LSTM
neural network to generate the performance model,
leaving out 54 data sets for validation.6. Evaluation
of the Generated Performance Model - Validation using the 54 data references to assess the accuracy, limitation and loss of generated model.7. Model Conversion - The trained and validated neural network
model is baked and translated onto Grasshopper in
order to be incorporated into design workﬂow.
The ﬁnal material performance model successfully predicts all 54 randomly selected samples with
an acceptable accuracy. In the visualization, the redline is the middle line extracted from the physical experiment, while the green line is the calculated middle line using the generated material model. As observed, the predicted green line matches the general
trend of the result from physical experiments. The
predicted result also corrects glitches resulting from
the imperfection of the fabrication process, which
makes it smoother comparing the extracted outline
from the physical experiment. The overall loss of this
model is under 0.0015, which is approximately 5%
deviation in scale. Additionally, we visualized the

predicted result of the 54 randomly selected samples
and compared it with the actual result collected from
the experiment.
Due to the lengthy extent of the research and
the diversity of techniques involved, speciﬁc technical details on each step are published in Robotic automatic generation of performance model for nonuniform linear material via deep learning, Proceeding
of 2018 conference of the Association for ComputerAided Architectural Design Research in Asia.

CORE CHALLENGES
In this paper, we will mainly address the solution to
several common key challenges of applying machine
learning for material computation:

Generate maximum training datasets with
limited material samples
Though machine learning seems to have many potential applications in the ﬁeld of architecture, it’s often limited by a major challenge: the lack of training
data. To properly train a neural network typically requires, at minimum, tens of thousands of well-tagged
and formatted training data to establish a ground
Figure 3
Non-uniform linear
elastomer material
behaving under
bending
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Figure 5
Fabricated pieces
for material
experiment

truth for the neural network to learn from. Further,
the required amount dramatically increases with the
complexity of the model. In the ﬁeld of architecture,
because most of the “ground truth” requires labour
intensive experiments, surveying and labelling, machine learning algorithm are expensive to produce.
Robotic automation combined with image
recognition oﬀered a productive, novel approach
to this challenge. Via the system developed in the
research, tens of thousands of well-tagged and formatted training data can be automatically generated
in a short time span, which is a powerful solution to
insuﬃcient test data. According to the research, only
27 linear materials are fabricated with a water jet cutter. However, the following approaches were taken
for the most extensive use of material for automatic
generation of enough testing data.
Use robotic automation to conduct a series of
material testing.. In our research, robotic automation is used to systematically conduct material testing(ﬁgure 4). Each strip is automatically bent with
two synchronized robotic arms with a combination
of all variables at play, which are diﬀerent angles and
distances apart. The two A6 plates rotate with an
interval of 15 degree angel ranging from -45 to 45.
One arm moves back and forth for multiple rounds
with 10% speed within the bending limitation of
each strip to ensure all combinations of angels are
recorded with full range of spacing. The movements
and path are adjusted according to the length of each
of the pieces. The parameters of the movements, in
this case, result from multiple manual experiments
to avoid tear and failure of the materials. This step
could be improved if a mechanical feedback system
is added to avoid tear and material failure during the
material testing
Experiment materials are re-used with diﬀerent
combination of eﬀective length.. The 27 fabricated
material samples are 1 metre long each with 32
equally spaced holes(ﬁgure 5) for ﬁxing them onto
the end of the A6 plate of the robotic arm. By ﬁxing the same material with diﬀerent combinations of
holes for diﬀerent testing, the eﬀective length of and

curvatures for each experiment are diﬀerent even
though same piece of material is used. In fact, theoretically, for a single piece of sample material, 8602
diﬀerent tests could be conducted for the various
combinations of length and proﬁle curvatures. In our
current research, due to material failure and fatigue
and to ensure the accuracy and eﬀectiveness of the
material experiment to establish the ground truth,
each material sample is only re-used for 6 rounds of
material testing with a minimum eﬀective length of
20 cm, conducting 162 rounds of experiments in total.

Video was used to record a gradient of testing results instead of only documenting static states..
Normally, material experiments are conducted with
the results recorded in separate states. In our research, the entire testing process of each strip is captured on video for future image and feature processing. With the goal to fully utilize each piece of
sample material and an automatic testing process as
mentioned above, each one of the 162 experiments
conducted generates a recording, approximately 360
seconds long with 9000 frames each. In this research,
still frames(ﬁgure 6) are extracted from the video
recording at 25 frame intervals. Initially, we try to
eliminate the frames in which the robotic arms are at
a static state changing the combination of angles between rounds of movement. However, those frames
are proven to be eﬀective for training the neural network to incorporate bias and noise in the experiment,
as no two frames are exactly the same due to the random noise generated during the recording and pixilation of images. Additionally, most similar frames
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Figure 4
Set up for the
automatic material
testing

occurred at the end of each testing process, when
pieces are bent near the limits of the material; incorporating them would naturally serve as data reinforcement for the neural network. As a result, 360 still
frame images are extracted for each one of the 162
experiments, generating a suﬃcient dataset for the
training of the selected neural network.

Feature engineering and data formatting
with image recognition
Considering the large amount of data required for
machine learning, one expensive and labor-intensive
challenge that all applications of machine learning
confront is to extract adequate features for the neural
network to learn from and format the data-sets. Dif-
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ferent from studies utilizing speciﬁc neural networks
such as GAN to generate a layout from an outline of
the architecture, where the input and output is relatively deﬁned with the highly speciﬁc neural network,
we have to decide what are the input and output features to train the neural network. The selection of the
features should ﬁt the following criteria:
Selected features should be able to fully describe
the material performance without other inputs,.
which means the extracted data set needs to prove
that the relationship exists and a two-way mapping
is possible with the extracted dataset. One approach
we took is to train a few simpler neural networks with
simpliﬁed data, such as regional data extracted from
a small segment of the material to conﬁrm such twoway mapping exists before starting on the ﬁnal complex neural network with the full dataset.
Selected features can be pre-processed to improve the accuracy and reduce the amount of
training time.. Thus, in our case, instead of using the
entire pixelated image, the image is pre-processed
to extract points at equal intervals from the bottom line and the distance to corresponding point on

the mid-line. One key consideration in this process
is to use mid-curves instead of the top lines. Extracting middle lines is a typical operation for image thinning in image processing. The reason we
used the middle line instead of the top-curve is that,
due to the nature of the pixelated images and minor ﬂaws during the fabrication process causing uneven sharp bumps, the top curve is very diﬃcult to
be extracted and smoothed for an accurate reading.
In contrast, the mid-curve could easily be extracted
with function morphology.skeletonize��from library
scikit-image as a smooth skeleton. The skeleton was
later overlapped with the original image for validation of extracted results.
The input and output data should be cleaned to
contain the formatted information.. So the training of the neural network could be conducted with
eﬃciency. For a full-length training sample, the input
is the gradient information at 80 evenly distributed
points and the initial material height at both ends,
and the output information of the model is the material height at each corresponding point. The data is
pre-evaluated and the abnormalities are eliminated.
140,000 formatted data sets are used for train-

Figure 6
Raw clips from the
captured video
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ing after a twelve-step process with four main phases
of feature engineering and data formatting(ﬁgure 7).
The ﬁrst phase is to extract usable images from the
video clips including image extracting, greyscale, image crop, and binarization. The second phase is image editing, including image denoising, image completion, and smoothing the side-curves. The third
phase is curve extraction, including extracting the
bottom curves, extracting the middle curve and denoising the mid curve. The ﬁnal phase is data validation, which includes data extraction and data validation (Luo et all, 2018).

Development of neural network for diﬀerent tasks
Each task for a neural network to learn has its own
characteristic, thus the type of neural network should
be selected accordingly. In this section, we will not
explore the detailed features of all neural network
but rather describe how the neural network is selected and adjusted to accommodate the challenges
our research faces. In our research, we started by
training two simpler neural networks with a smaller
dataset to ensure the two-way mapping relationship
we are looking for exists and can be achieved with
our current data. Then, we moved onto the training
of a more complex LSTM model with the full dataset
for the ﬁnal targeted model.
Validation phase. There are two main goals for the
validation phase. The ﬁrst one is to ensure the twoway material performance model that we are look-

ing for exists and is achievable. In our case, we developed two basic neural network models with simple and smaller datasets of shorter segments. One
model is used to prove that the bent curvature can
be deducted from a series of sectional heights, and
the other is used to conﬁrm that the sectional heights
can be determined from the target curvature under
bending. The loss of the training set is lower than
0.002, which conﬁrms that our target material performance model is achievable with the neural network.
The other purpose of this phase to gain an insight into the parameter adjustment that is eﬀective
for our purpose. For a typical neural network, there
are many adjustable parameters including the number of layers, the number of nodes in each layer, iterations, the proportion between training samples and
test samples, the selection of lost functions, the proportion of dropouts, the use of early stop, etc. For a
more sophisticated neural network such as a recurrent neural network (RNN), there are even more adjustable parameters. There is no linear relationship
between the parameters and the quality of outputs,
thus it relies on experience and a mass amount of
testing to ﬁnd a relatively eﬀective combination of
parameters to achieve the task. In this case, the adjustment process with a simpler network and smaller
datasets proved an especially useful reference for the
adjustment of the ﬁnal, more complicated neural network.

Figure 7
Image processing
and feature
engineering
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Figure 8
Loss curve of the
training of RNN

can learn from events happened many steps earlier.
In our case, the forget gates are activated with sigmoid function (Luo et all, 2018).

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

Figure 9
Model Validation.
Ground truth curve
from experiment is
represented in red
and prediction from
the neural network
s represented in
green.

Training phase. Compared with the feasibility study
and validation phase, a more complicated and expressive model is adopted for the training based on
the knowledge gained from the previous studies. In
this case, a recurrent neural network (RNN) is selected
because this model best learns the connections between the horizontal connections in a sequence. This
is a crucial feature for our research because the material performance condition of one point is strongly
inﬂuenced by its adjacent points.
The key feature of the RNN is that the connections between units form a directed cycle, which allows it to store temporal information. The input of
each layer both come from current input and previous input, which would increase the dependency of
individual points to its neighbors. Long Short Term
Memory (LSTM) is a special improved type of RNN
model. Even though RNN model intended to resolve the problem of data storage, in practice, the
model often face the problem of vanishing gradient.
LSTM with “forget gates” prevents such back propagated problems from vanishing or exploding, and

With the power of machine learning and robotic automation, architects will be able to maneuver the
complex relationship between material properties
and spatial performance under natural forces that
current physics cannot fully understand and simulate. Due to the black-box nature of machine learning and robotic automation, designers may utilize
material properties as desired with one universal approach, which liberates the researchers and designers from technical constrains and from the need for
in-depth knowledge of multiple professional ﬁelds,
such as material science, that takes years to acquire.
This research is only a ﬁrst step to build a universal framework of machine learning solutions for
material behavior computation. The framework of
the workﬂow, including material preparation, robotic
automatic material testing, feature engineering and
data formatting, feasibility study, training of the neural network model, evaluation of the generated performance model, and model conversion, could be
further applied in more complicated scenarios with
architectural implications.
Even though this paper only investigates linear
material and its 2D behavior under bending, the
technique developed is potentially eﬀective in establishing a two-way mapping relationship between
material distribution in 2D space that could be documented with image recognition and the 3D form
ﬁnding process recorded by 3D scanning. Such 2D to
3D transformation, especially with complex material
distribution, behavior, and composition is extremely
diﬃcult to achieve with traditional material analysis,
yet it is valuable to architectural research including
self-assembly, material computation, etc.
For example, by reﬂecting the techniques developed in the research about pioneering research
topics in architecture and fabrication, our team is
currently working on establishing a relationship be-
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tween wood gradient and its deformation under different rates of humidity, which is a further development of the hydroscopic behavior of wood sheets.
Another research team is conducting designs with
diﬀerent distributions of liquid to generate a controlled auto-folding process based on the precedent hydro-fold project conducted by Christophe
Guberan in ECAL. Though the details of the techniques and algorithms in each of these studies varies,
all the studies follow the same workﬂow framework
developed in this research.
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